CP-violation effects in partial-decay-rate asymmetries of Bq and 8, systems are examined within the framework of the Kobayashi-Maskawa model. We concentrate on those hadronic final states into which both B and 2t can decay. The rephasing-invariant formalism is used in our calculation. We find a quite large asymmetry (-0.6) in some decay modes, such as Bq~D+~, B,~D +ir, Dog, etc. , but we still need 106-10' bb pairs for testing these effects for 3o signature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Until now CP violation has been observed only in the E -Eo complex. ' As of yet, this effect could be entirely indirect CP violation coming solely from mixing. Only experimental upper bounds exist for a direct CP-violation effect (the e'/e parameter).
There are many speculations and estimates for large CP-violating effects in the B4-B4 and B,-B, systems.
As we know, the charge asymmetry in semileptonic decays, the same-sign dilepton asymmetry, is predicted to be very small (&10 ). But in nonleptonic decays, the asymmetry may be large due to the interplay of mixing and amplitude interference. Bigi, Carter, and Sanda were the first to discuss this problem in general. They restricted themselves to the hadronic final states being CP eigenstates (i.e. , f = f, here f denotes the final hadronic state, f is the CP-conjugate state of f, namely"~f ) =CP~f )).
Chan and Cheng" discussed the case for f&f under the condition B~f, B~f , so they have to calculate the de- cay amplitudes explicitly. We should avoid this because we do not know how to calculate the nonleptonic decay amplitude reliably. Sachs' was the first to discuss the asymmetry of B4, B4-+D +sr+ without calcul-ating the decay amplitudes. There are several advantages of Sachs' idea.
(a) The decay amplitudes have a very simple dependence on Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) 
It is readily realized how to accomplish requirement (22).
Take" (20) It is easy to see that (q/P)x and (p/q)x are particle rephasing invariants.
[ (30) For the large asymmetries we will encounter below, the M terms can be neglected up to a few percent. That is to say
The accessible final state f in quark content via both a 8 and 8 are presented in Table I Bq 8d syste-m -sin25+2s2$3sq
1. b~uuZ) uus 2. b -+ucs 3. 6 +cus-4. 5~pcs, cc2 Table V In the above the inequality arises from the experimental limit (14). We have used the KM parameters in Eq. (15) for definiteness.
Applying those ratios (46) 
